It's Cold Outside,
Warm Soup or Ice Cubes … You Decide
It's February, how about going outside, stripping down and
jumping into an ice-cold lake or river? If you did, almost
instantly your skin would turn white because capillaries would
contract to divert blood away from your surface muscles,
sending it instead to deeper regions to keep vital organs warm.
Quickly, your muscles would lose their flexibility and ability
to function properly. Obviously this would be really foolish to
do immediately before exercise or activity.
However, in nearly all restaurants they'll serve ice-water
prior to your meal. Consuming it will do the same thing to
your stomach lining and muscles as jumping naked into an icecold lake does to the surface of your body. Combining icecold liquids with food is one of the worst things you can do
for digestion - effectively freezing the digestive process,
causing fats to congeal and preventing appropriate amounts of
stomach acids and enzymes from being released. When eating
you want your stomach to be warmed up and flexible, just like
how before exercising you want our muscles “warmed up”.
Daily, year-round drinking of ice-water wasn't even feasible
until about 75 years ago. It's a modern invention that is
detrimental to our health. I know several people who have
actually “cured” their acid reflux simply by giving up ice-cold
drinks with meals.
So how should our meals begin?
Evidence of the existence of soups goes
back 20,000 years. The word restaurant
derives from the French verb restaurer,
meaning to restore. It was first used in
the 16th century referring to street
vendors who sold highly concentrated, thick, inexpensive
soups (probably mineral and collagen-rich bone broths), The
soups were advertised as an antidote to physical exhaustion.
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It would be extremely likely that the base of virtually all of
these traditional soups was a stock made from boiling down
root vegetables, herbs and animal bones. It's the content of the
bones including collagen (a source of joint restoring
glucosamine and chondroitin), amino acids (including proline
and glycine that provides significant anti-inflammatory
qualities) and minerals that are the source of its health
benefits. Extracting the nutrients from bones is accomplished
through long time cooking (simmering for 12-24 hours or 8-10
hours in a pressure cooker) and by adding some acid to the pot,
like vinegar, wine or a bit of tomato paste, which loosens and
dissolves all the constituents.

Worldwide, soups have been the traditional way to begin
meals for centuries. In Japan miso soup is a daily staple and
it's important to recognize that miso is much more than a
flavoring. It provides restorative qualities from the digestive
enzymes, probioitics, and protein delivered by the fermented
soy bean paste. A classic Russian lunch includes hot soup as
the first course year-round. Even in warm-weather LatinAmerican countries hot soups are a dietary mainstay – blackbean, chicken and rice and fish soups are widely popular as are
various gumbos. Relaxing and warming the stomach rather
than freezing it, has been the traditional start to most meals for
thousands of years.

In the 12th century, the famous physician and biblical
scholar, Maimonides wrote that chicken soup “is
recommended as an excellent food as well as medication.”
Today, on the website Drugs.com, chicken soup is actually
included for it medicinal qualities.

Before widespread modern refrigeration, traditional
warm-weather “chilled' soups were not actually chilled but
served at, or slightly below, room temperature – nowhere
near the temperature of ice-water.

I usually begin a meal with warm soup or a little room
temperature water with freshly squeezed lemon. I know it's
rare, but get excited when you go to a restaurant that
routinely serves its water without ice. It's a sign they
understand how mealtime should be respected.

Chemical-laden farming methods have been made possible by
modern inventions but are a clear step down as far as health
and nutrition are concerned. Similarly, beginning your meal
with ice-water has been made possible by modern
refrigeration but is a major step down in preparing us for
smooth digestion and nutrient assimilation.
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* Food-derived Multivitamins: their 1-a-days are exceptional
* Zyflamend: most popular herbal anti-inflammatory in the US
* WholeMega: omega-rich fish oil sourced from wild-caught
Alaskan salmon that's guaranteed to contain not just omega-3
but all 17 omegas – a true full-spectrum product.

Relief From Tremors,
Pain And Stiffness
Jack's Success Story
76-year-old Jack Loewen from Cave
Junction has had health challenges
for nearly 30 years.

After 30 years, relief
beyond what he
In 1989 a catastrophic motorcycle
thought possible
accident put him in a coma for 92

days. All of Jack's ribs, both collar bones, tailbone, right
knee and right ankle were broken.
Doctors said he might not walk again. Jack eventually
needed 2 knee replacements and for last few years had
developed essential tremors on his right side.
Since the knee replacements, every morning Jack needed
For 35 years New Chapter has delivered industry leading about an hour of hot water therapy (bath or shower) to
standards for their products. Their commitment to Non-GMO loosen up and move freely.
and Organic sources is second to none. Further New Chapter is
He read about the Green Earth Medicinals (GEM) CBD
a certified “B” corporation which means that they define
success in holistic terms that encompass not just profit, but in the Sunshine newsletter and decided to try it.
transparency, people, community and the Earth.
The Results: Jack took the minimum
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dose. Within minutes his tremors were
gone and overnight his pain and stiffness
Relieve Lung Congestion… Fast!
decreased by 75%. Jack said: “I am very
ClearLungs Is A Unique Blend Of Chinese Herbs That
happy with the results.”
Helps Relieve Coughs And Restore Free Breathing – Fast!
ClearLungs Blue, Extra Strength contains 13
herbal ingredients proven for centuries to help
clear phlegm and restore free breathing. Blue
Label Extra Strength can be used for fastest relief
of lung congestion due to colds, flu and allergies.
Blue Label Is Maximum Strength.

Jack Also Reported An Unexpected
Side-Effect: “My allergies cleared up

almost immediately. Before the CBD my Green Earth Medicinals
right nostril and ear had been totally The brand that works
plugged up for awhile. Now they're clear every day.”

Green Earth Medicinals CBD is extracted from organically
produced, State of Oregon certified low THC hemp. Unlike
Last winter a customer reported having a case of THC (it's more famous cousin) CBD is non-intoxicating and
lingering pneumonia for 6 weeks. Every night his can provide pain relief and many other health benefits without
coughing prevented him (and his wife) from the “high.” It's grown, extracted & bottled in Central Point, OR.
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getting a good night's sleep. He said that the very first night
he used ClearLungs Blue the cough was gone and they both
Why Buy The Best CBD?
slept through the night.
ClearLungs Red is ideal for year-round daily use
for people with chronic lung conditions like
Asthma or Emphysema as well as lung damage
from smoking and environmental toxins.

Green Earth Medicinals testing goes far beyond the state
mandates. Each batch is quadruple tested by an independent
lab for heavy metals, pesticides, microbial presence, and
potency. A certificate of analysis is available.

This formula has been proven for centuries and
has been the #1 natural lung health product in the
United States since 1998.

Hemp can and does pull toxins out of the soil and can be
used to clean up toxic sites (soil remediation). However, the
toxins are then transferred from the soil to the plants, so the
source of your CBD medicine is very important.
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Rich, Creamy, Organic Ice Cream
That's Dairy-Free & Delicious!

12 flavors
available

GEM CBD is from So. Oregon farmland that was cultivated
organically for nearly a decade. There are no nearby orchards
or vineyards so the chance of pesticide drift is nearly zero.
Made from sustainably sourced coconut milk. Their fields are not close to any major roads or other industries.
Available in pints & bars, contains no soy or gluten
Sunshine Found The Brand Of CBD You Can Trust
Thru February 23rd … $1 off any variety

